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HARO
Interior
Naturalness is what counts when it comes to the design of
modern rooms that radiate a sense of comfort. HARO Interior
offers attractive possibilities for using the unique charisma
of wood not only for ﬂoors, but also for wall design, the
panelling of stairs and even for your living room table.
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Natural
beauty as a room
concept
HARO Interior is your complete system for interior design with
precious wood: With HARO Wall for wall design, HARO Stairs
for the integration of your staircase into the ﬂoor concept, and
a characteristic HARO Table made of parquet, you create living
spaces full of harmony, elegance and charm.

6
HARO Wall –
Design Wood
18
HARO Wall –
Flooring on the
wall
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28
HARO Stairs
24
HARO Table
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HARO
Wall
Design Wood

The current trends in interior design revolve around naturalness and clear
room concepts with large windows. Partial or complete wall designs with
wooden elements ﬁt perfectly. They create counterpoints to the room
concept or emphasise it in a subtle way. This completely new living
experience is underlined by the noble, selected woods, the striking
texture of the design elements and their matt oiled surfaces.
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HARO Wall – Design Nevada
OAK RIVER
heavy brushed oiled

Create accents in your home and use the
NATURALNESS of brushed wood surfaces
for an extravagant interior design.
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No matter which ﬂooring you have,
you can create stylish accents with
a partial wall covering, especially
in large rooms. In this case, the
Oak River wall panelling in the
Nevada design corresponds with

the exceptionally calm CELENIO by
HARO Soho GREY. A feeling of
spaciousness with gentle contrasts
and a pure natural radiance is
created.

PLAY OF SHAPES
The Nevada and Pategonia designs
offer a wide variety of exciting
layout options, for example a
mixed directional ‚basketweave‘
installation.
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HARO Wall – Design Patagonia
OAK BARRIQUE RIVER
heavy brushed oiled
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HARO Wall – Design Patagonia
OAK RIVER
brushed oiled

OPEN INTERIOR CONCEPTS with clear contours develop a different
character with HARO elements.

Another possible application of
HARO Wall is the cladding of
supporting columns and other
architectural details. The dominance
of austere architecture is reduced
by the natural essence of the wood
elements, which are harmoniously
integrated into the room.

HARO Wall – Design Nevada
OAK RIVER
heavy brushed oiled
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HARO Wall – Design Patagonia
SMOKED OAK RIVER
heavy brushed oiled

Wood on the wall creates EYE-CATCHERS IN THE ROOM,
spreading a distinctive sense of warmth and comfort.
The distinctive Patagonia Smoked
Oak River creates a "room in a
room" and divides the space
into two interrelated areas in
correspondence with CELENIO by
HARO Soho Gray in the main room.
This enhances the already
impressive spacious effect.
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HARO Wall – Design Patagonia
THERMO OAK LAKE
brushed oiled
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With HARO Wall you can create ROOM EXPERIENCES that surround you with
a feeling of comfort and create a unique ambience.

HARO Wall – Design Patagonia
AMERICAN WALNUT RIVER
brushed oiled
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The perfect mix of different
materials creates oases of
well-being for guests. The
aesthetic strengths of the
American Walnut with its

intense, dark brown shades are
played out in full with the lavish
Patagonia design, creating a calm
and classy room ambience.
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HARO Wall:
Design Wood
System
With the elements of design wood on the wall that can be used immediately,
you can even install larger wall surfaces in a short time. Before the actual
installation, it is important to examine and prepare the surface that is going to
be designed. For optimum adhesion results, the wall should be as even as
possible and free of residues.

INSTALLATION

FIXATION

PLEASE NOTE

QAll

QFor

QWood

you need is a tape measure,
scale, saw, spirit-level water
scale and pencil.
QAdhesive strips on the back of
the element make it ready for
immediate use after removal of
the protective ﬁlm.
QThe special adhesive is attached
in such a way that each element
can be glued seamlessly.
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an additional ﬁxation of the
HARO Wall Elements, the HARO
mounting adhesive is needed.
QThe mounting adhesive provides
a ﬁrm hold.

is a natural product.
of moisture must be
avoided.
QPlease read the detailed
information in the installation
instructions.
QPenetration

Design Wood
Range
DESIGN NEVADA
For a fascinating 3D look, the
ﬁligree elements of the Nevada
design in the Oak River wood type
are available in the mixed
thicknesses 3.7/4.7/7.3 mm.
The format of 62 x 496 millimetres
is particularly suitable for
designing small surfaces with
impressive textures or for partial
installation on walls.

DESIGN PATAGONIA
With a size of 126 x 1020
millimetres, the Patagonia design
is the right choice when planning
large wall surfaces in wood optics.
The 11.2 mm-thick brushed wall
elements are available in six
variants of expressive oak, as well
as the noble wood type American
walnut.

OAK RIVER
heavy brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 624

OAK RIVER
brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 625

AMERICAN WALNUT RIVER
brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 629

OAK RIVER
heavy brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 626

THERMO OAK LAKE
brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 630

OAK BARRIQUE RIVER
heavy brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 627

AFRICAN OAK LAKE
heavy brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 631

SMOKED OAK RIVER
heavy brushed
oiled
ID no. 535 628
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HARO
Wall
Flooring on the wall

Wood on the wall is nothing new, but pure, genuine materials are becoming
increasingly important in modern interior design concepts. Concrete ﬂooring,
brick walls, rough plaster – original naturalness determines the interior
design in trendy rooms. The almost logical consequence is that ﬂoor coverings
are en vongue on walls, too. With HARO Wall, we have developed a system
with which our ﬂoor coverings from the HARO PARQUET 4000 Series with
3-layer structure, HARO TRITTY Laminate Floor with a thickness of 8 mm,
and CELENIO by HARO can be used as wall panels. This gives you the
possibility to easily and tastefully create an extraordinary room experience
using your favourite ﬂoor covering.
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Wall panels:
Plank 1-Strip 2V
OAK SAND PURE
SAUVAGE
brushed

Floor:
CELENIO by HARO
SOHO ANTHRAZIT

Stylish WALL DESIGN in countless variations:
The HARO Wall concept "ﬂooring on the wall"
makes this possible.
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Floor and wall panels
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 4V
OAK
SAUVAGE
brushed

Whether you choose the natural
effect of a parquet ﬂoor, the trendy
appearance of a laminate ﬂoor or
a structural design with CELENIO:
The foundation of your "ﬂooring on

the wall" is a rail system, which
you can equip with the respective
material just as easily and quickly
as you know it from the installation
of the HARO ﬂoor coverings.
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A perfect room setting is created by the skilful mix of
different materials for ﬂoors and walls.
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HARO Wall:
Flooring on the wall
Speciﬁcations
HARO Wall creates ﬂoor-to-wall compositions, which consciously play with the
selected materials to create a unique ambience. The deliberate use of completely
different surfaces for the wall and the ﬂoor covering, for example, gives it a
contrasting character. Rooms designed in this way beneﬁt from an aesthetic that
blurs boundaries and still sets strong accents.

The corresponding installation
instructions as well as the respective
installation video can be found
at www.haro.com/montage (product
range Accessories) or directly via
this QR code.
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HARO
Table
Unique and classy

Precious wood tables from original HARO Parquet matching your HARO
Parquet Floor or deliberately contrasting – a completely new development
from Germany's leading parquet manufacturer that seems natural. Someone
who knows what a stylish parquet ﬂoor has to look like also knows which
table would match. This not only makes it possible to design the room in a
contemporary fashion, but it also enables the interior design to be perfectly
matched in order to achieve a harmonious and comfortable home or to set
unprecedented accents through the contrast with the table.
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Because A TABLE THAT MATCHES the ﬂoor
is a much clearer statement than one that has
been randomly chosen.
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STANDARD RANGE:

Precious wood table
OAK ALABAMA
brushed
Table frame: Black steel

Precious wood table
OAK ALABAMA
brushed
Table frame: Stainless steel

Precious wood table
OAK MARKANT
brushed
Table frame: Black steel

Precious wood table
OAK MARKANT
brushed
Table frame: Stainless steel

Precious wood table
SMOKED OAK SAUVAGE
brushed
Table frame: Black steel

Table:
SMOKED OAK
SAUVAGE
with stainless steel table
frame

Floor:
Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed

AN EYE-CATCHER WITH PERSONALITY

Its strength lies in the detail: A
HARO table is always unique. As
wood is a natural product, no two
parquet planks are the same.
The table top is made of original
HARO Parquet Flooring and is
therefore unique. We offer only the
ﬁnest parquet for the table top.
By selecting the same parquet as
on the ﬂoor, you can reinforce the
visual impression of the room.
Or you can deliberately create a
contrast that immediately catches
the eye.

You can choose from three classic
dining table dimensions:
180 x 85 cm, 200 x 85 cm or
260 x 100 cm. Combine it with either
the sophisticated black steel look or
a stylish stainless steel frame – and
your HARO Table is ready. A table
as it should be. For the moments in life
that really count.

Precious wood table
SMOKED OAK SAUVAGE
brushed
Table frame: Stainless steel

Conﬁgure your HARO Table at
www.haro.com/table
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HARO
Stairs
In-depth details

If you choose a high-quality HARO ﬂoor covering, such as a Parquet or
Laminate ﬂoor, or the Design ﬂoor DISANO, you will naturally want the perfect
interior design for your home. For this reason, we have developed HARO
Stairs. It allows you to integrate a staircase into your room concept. By using
the same covering as on the ﬂoor, a coherent, harmonious and elegant room
impression can be created. On the other hand, a staircase that is in contrast to
the ﬂoor but made of the same material elevates the staircase to the level of a
design object.
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HARO PARQUET
Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK
MARKANT
brushed
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Staircases become an EYE-CATCHER and blend
into the interior design of a room.
HARO Stairs includes everything
you need for the elegant panelling
of your open staircase to make the
room harmonious. The prefabricated
stair nosings and side panels are
available for our parquet ﬂoors as
well as for laminate ﬂoors and
DISANO design ﬂoors. With these
accessories, you can create the
perfect design for your home.

Tread and riser

Stair nosing

Side panel
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The Company

We are a family business with a tradition dating back to 1866. Back then, Paul
Hamberger laid the cornerstone of today's internationally successful company
with a matchmaking factory, which he opened near Rosenheim. From the outset,
wood has been the central element of the company's success. Even today it is
the expertise in wood processing and the passion for wood that maintain the
extremely high level of innovation at Hamberger. This has made Hamberger

In the fourth and ﬁfth generations,
the family business Hamberger is
today led by Peter Hamberger and
Dr. Peter M. Hamberger. Alongside
awareness concerning tradition,
responsibility and entrepreneurial
behaviour, it is above all the great
innovative power that has made the
HARO brand Germany's leading
manufacturers of parquet. This has
made it possible to create the new
division HARO Interior, in order to
make your home more comfortable
and stylish with a variety of
innovations and trendy features.
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products – especially those of the premium brand HARO – one of the world's
most successful parquet brands in many countries. HARO products are made
from ﬁrst-class raw materials, which are produced with the greatest possible
care in our own factories. The responsible management of resources and active
environmental protection have always been one of the company's leading
maxims.
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Product variety
from HARO

In its diversity, wood is a fascinating material. We stand by our passion for
wood and in our products for the home use its natural appeal, powerful
ambience and diverse properties as the basis for stylish living.

HARO PARQUET
Our Parquet Floors are made
exclusively of the highest quality
wood. With a HARO Parquet, you
can lastingly enhance your rooms
and enjoy the highest level of living
comfort for many years.

HARO LAMINATE FLOOR
Laminate ﬂoors are made of up to
90 percent wood. Therefore, the
positive properties of real wood
ﬂoors are combined with the
technical beneﬁts of artiﬁcially
produced surfaces.

DISANO by HARO
DISANO is not only the perfect
solution for modern and vibrant
living. DISANO also creates a 100%
healthy living environment and is
produced without the use of any
plasticisers or other environmentally
hazardous substances.

PARKETTMANUFAKTUR by HARO
What emerges here from masterful
craftsmanship are ﬂoors that
cannot be surpassed when it
comes to noblesse and uniqueness.
With real workmanship, the most
precious woods are processed into
top class parquet ﬂoors.

CELENIO by HARO
Our passion for wood combined
with our eagerness to ﬁnd
extraordinary solutions have led to
the unique innovation CELENIO:
the combination of the optics of
stone with the warmth of wood.

CORK FLOORS
For decades, cork ﬂooring was
found almost exclusively in
children's rooms and day-care
centres. This was owed to its
underfoot warmth and soft surface.
We have made it attractive as a
real alternative for stylish living.
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